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Language Switching and MatheMaticaL underStanding in tongan cLaSSrooMS: 
an inveStigation

Sitaniselao Stan Manu

This paper discusses how mathematical understanding and language switching 
influence each other in a bilingual context. The discussion questions long-held 
misconceptions about bilingual learning contexts that have overlooked the fact 
that the nature of bilingual students’ mathematical understanding may be similar 
to monolingual students, and that bilingual students can voluntarily switch 
languages in the process of talking about, or doing, mathematics. The evidence 
from a study in Tonga proposes that the effect of Tongan bilingual students’ 
learning and development of understanding in mathematics is largely dependent 
on the kinds of mathematical images each bilingual student associates with his or 
her language. The findings from this study are certainly applicable to other similar 
bilingual situations that involve individuals using words with no direct or precise 
translation from a dominant western language to an indigenous vernacular.

Introduction

Since the 1970s, linguists have hotly debated the concept of bilingualism, a concept 
characterised by an individual’s use of two languages. Subsequent discussions have 
led toward the field of education, provoking ongoing dialogue among mathematics 
educators about the role and effect of bilingualism on students’ mathematical 
performance and understanding. Such discussions have given rise to a variety of 
claims and myths about the nature of bilingualism and its effects – good or bad – on 
mathematics education. 

In the past, educators have contended or simply assumed that bilingual students will 
find mathematics harder if the language of instruction is in their second language, and 
that such students are therefore naturally disadvantaged in mathematics in comparison 
to monolingual students (Gorgorió & Planas 2001). 

Another naïve position, described by Clarkson and Dawe (1997), asserts that bilingual 
students’ own vernacular is irrelevant to their understanding of mathematics. As a 
result, educators, according to Fasi (1999), have adhered to the belief that students 
who are more competent in the dominant or second language are actually better 
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educated and more intelligent than their indigenous peers. This false belief has spurred, 
in bilingual countries like Tonga, a growing opposition among educators toward the 
use of indigenous languages in formal education, particularly at the secondary-school 
level.  This is reinforced by critics’ claims that indigenous language learning is actually 
detrimental to a student’s education (Fasi 1999), particularly the learning of English 
(Cummins 1981). Clarkson (1992) has raised questions about such long-standing 
educational misconceptions, by proposing further exploration of the potential 
advantages of students’ use of their native vernacular in academic situations, a move 
also supported by Setati (2004). 

Indigenous groups such as the Tongans, which have emerged from a colonial past and 
are currently pursuing a cultural and linguistic renaissance, typically use a dominant 
second language, such as English, in their formal education. All of the island countries 
in the South Pacific offer clear examples of colonial languages, such as English, French 
and Spanish being used primarily in secondary education (Lotherington 1997). Such 
dominant languages are considered to have ‘superior’ mathematics vocabulary than 
the Tongan-type bilingual students’ first or indigenous language. 

The phrase, ‘Tongan-type bilingual’, refers to bilingual education systems similar to 
the one used in Tonga, and it reflects one of the many features of bilingual programs 
existing around the world. Students who are taught mathematics through a dominant 
language like French or English, and who are learning mathematics within their own 
cultural environment, characterise the Tongan-type bilingual students. These students 
prefer to use their native language in mathematical activities, especially when they are 
engaged in discussions with their peers (Fasi 1999; Manu 2004). 

Learning mathematics in and through a second-language context presents a double 
challenge for both teachers and students: the difficulty in learning the mathematics 
(and its vocabularies), and the prior need to understand the language of instruction 
(Adler 1998). The ‘inadequacy’ of indigenous languages in the formal language of 
mathematics and the students’ lack of proficiency in the language of instruction are 
often cited as two of the main reasons why such bilingual students, as well as teachers, 
switch languages during mathematical discourse (Celedon 1998, Setati 2004). This 
has become a situation that has persistently troubled both teachers and students alike 
in Tonga’s mathematics education program.
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Study question

Little attention has been focused on the ongoing problems faced by second-language 
learners in the field of mathematics education, demonstrated by the paucity of studies 
on this topic, particularly at the secondary level (Celedon 1998). Yet the secondary-
school level is a critical period for most Tongan-type bilingual students, especially for 
those with limited English proficiency, as they make the transition from instruction 
in one language at the primary-school level to another at the secondary-school level 
(Celedon 1998; Fasi 1999).  With the research question: How does mathematical 
understanding in a Tongan bilingual context relate to language switching at this transitional 
stage? the study described in this paper is an attempt to shed some light on the issue. 

Language switching, or code switching, is described by Baker (1993) as the way 
bilingual individuals alternate between two languages, whether in words, phrases or 
sentences, and is a term widely used worldwide (Clarkson & Dawe 1997; Celedon 
1998; Qi 1998; Fasi 1999; Setati, Adler, Reed & Bapoo 2002). What such switching 
entails, why it occurs, and how it relates to aspects of the students’ growth of 
mathematical understanding, are all issues at the heart of this discussion, in particular, 
the roles of mathematical images in the relationship.

Mathematical understanding is viewed here through the Pirie-Kieren theory, which 
is “probably the most explicit and well-developed theory for describing the growth of 
mathematical understanding” (Martin 1999:267). The Pirie-Kieren theory, developed 
to offer a language for, and way of observing, the dynamic growth of mathematical 
understanding, contains eight potential levels for understanding. These are named 
Primitive Knowing, Image Making, Image Having, Property Noticing, Formalising, 
Observing, Structuring and Inventising. For the purpose of this paper, a short description 
of only the first five layers is necessary.

Primitive Knowing is the ‘base’ knowledge that a learner has in his or her mind when 
he or she enters a new mathematical situation, with the exception of any existing 
knowledge about the topic to which he or she is about to be introduced. The second 
layer is called Image Making where the learner acts on his or her Primitive Knowing 
to develop particular images for the given task. These images need not be visual or 
pictorial, and could be mental ideas about the specified topic. At the Image Having 
layer, a learner demonstrates the use of a mental construct or ‘mental plan’ about the 
topic and is able to use that particular image without doing the activity itself. The fourth 
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layer is called Property Noticing, and it refers to a learner looking at his or her images 
and trying to identify distinctions, connections and relationships by manipulating 
and combining aspects of his or her constructed images. Formalising refers to the 
next mode of understanding that involves a learner being able to articulate a general 
observation or abstract from his or her noticed properties a method or generalisation 
by stating the patterns or the rules.

A diagrammatic representation or model is provided by eight nested circles (see Figure 
1). This nesting and the associated traces of students’ understanding illustrate the fact 
that growth in understanding needs to be neither linear nor mono-directional. Growth 
occurs through a continual movement back and forth through the levels of knowing, as 
the individual reflects on and reconstructs his or her current and previous knowledge.  
Hence the ‘nesting’ in the representation.  The Pirie-Kieren theory provides a way to 
analyse the mathematical actions of a learner or a group of learners and can describe 
and account for the way that their mathematical understanding grows and develops. 

Figure 1: The Pirie-Kieren diagrammatical model
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A technique called mapping allows tracing the pathway of the learner’s growing 
understanding of a specific mathematical topic. Using the diagrammatic representation 
of the Pirie-Kieren model, a mapping is produced by plotting points using connected 
or disconnected lines to show how the learner’s understanding of the specified topic 
grows. This ‘pathway of growth’ indicates the ways in which the understanding actions 
of the learners shift within the layers of the theory as they are observed.

The Tongan bilingual context

In order to understand the context in which the study question was proposed, it is 
necessary to take a brief look at the bilingual mathematics education program offered 
in Tonga. Today, Tongan remains the country’s national and homogeneous language. 
Tongan and English are the country’s two official languages. English, however, is 
the recommended (or expected) medium of instruction at the secondary and post-
secondary school level for all subjects except Tongan Studies (and Religious Studies 
in the church schools). But in many secondary classrooms, the teacher and the 
students move back and forth freely between the two languages in various switching 
combinations (Fasi 1999). In addition, all mathematical texts at the secondary level 
are in English and from other countries, such as New Zealand and Australia.
 
One of the aims of mathematics education, specified in Tonga’s latest syllabus, was 
that “students will develop appropriate vocabulary and language forms, first in 
Tongan, and later in English, for the effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and experiences” (Tonga Ministry of Education 1995: 4). The effects of the current 
education policy are most significant between Form 1 and Form 3, when the Tongan 
bilingual students begin an intensive exposure to their second language, English. 

This Tongan study focuses, in particular, on this junior high-school period of the 
Tongan students’ education, a time in which different levels of bilingualism are said 
to influence students’ cognitive growth and functioning (Cummins 1976). The early 
stages of secondary education, Forms 1 to 3, are the most difficult for those students 
whose English proficiency is too underdeveloped for them to cope with the language 
demands of the classroom. Moreover, when the language of instruction changes from 
using primarily Tongan at the elementary school level, to using mostly English at the 
secondary school level, the students are said to encounter twice, or even three times, 
as many learning problems as those who grew up in an English-speaking environment 
(Fasi 1999). 
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Methodology

The complex and subtle connection between language switching and the growth of 
mathematical understanding required an in-depth qualitative approach to research 
and data collection. In opting for a qualitative approach, video case study was chosen 
as the most appropriate means of recording, collecting, and examining the described 
relationship in a small-group setting. The advantage of using video case study involves 
what Geertz (1973) has called the quality of its “thick description” as opposed to 
the “thinner”, more scientific modes of description. Clearly, the primary function of 
video as a research tool is data collection and data analysis (Bottorff 1994) and has 
also been acknowledged in research as the primary data itself (Pirie, 1996a; Powell, 
Francisco & Maher 2001).

Participant selection

Participants in the study were chosen using a purposeful sampling method as a matter 
of theoretical purpose and relevance (Glaser & Strauss 1967). In each school, the 
mathematics teachers in charge of teaching Forms 1 – 3 (11 to 14 year-olds) were 
responsible for identifying students in their classes to participate in the study. These 
are the main criteria for student selection.

Considered native Tongans, fluent (since infancy) in their native Tongan 
language, and deemed to have started learning English in primary school; 
Keen to participate in group discussion;
Capable of verbalising their thought processes;
Capable of switching languages (otherwise there was no point in selecting 
them);
Confident about being video- and audio-taped;
Most likely to be available when needed for any of the recorded sessions, 
especially outside school hours.

Students’ competency in either one of the languages or in mathematics was not a 
requirement for their selection.

Tasks and setting

A set of mathematical tasks was created that required an investigative approach. 
Its purpose was two-fold: to allow language switching among individual students 
by facilitating group discussion in both languages, and more importantly, to enable 

•

•
•
•

•
•
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mathematical understanding of a specified topic to grow. The topic chosen was 
patterns and relations. In one of the tasks, students were shown a pictorial sequence of 
square blocks or tile arrangements (see Figure 2), to engage them initially in ‘visual 
thinking’.

Figure 2: Continuing pictorial sequence of square blocks in Task 1

1st 
diagram

2nd 
diagram

3rd 
diagram

4th 
diagram

5th 
diagram

17th 
diagram

60th 
diagram

nth
diagram

All the tasks (like the one shown above) were intended to provide a mathematical-
oriented environment, whereby the students were able to create, manipulate, test and 
explore their ideas, particularly in constructing the 4th, 5th, 17th and 60th diagrams and 
to generalise the rule for constructing the nth diagram. A set of questions (see below) 
was therefore drafted in English to accompany the pictorial sequence and to engage 
the students in the needed constructions.

For each sequence:
Draw the 4th diagram in the sequence.
How many extra squares (in addition to the 3rd diagram) did you draw?
How many squares are there in total in each diagram?
Predict first how many more square blocks will be needed for the 5th diagram.    
Draw  it and check your prediction.
Discuss the 6th diagram. Do you need to draw it in order to know how many 
square blocks will be needed?
What can your group say about the 7th diagram? How many square blocks in 
total were needed?
Can your group see a pattern in the number of squares you add each time?
Can your group see a pattern in the total number of squares used in each 
diagram?
Can your group make any prediction(s) for the 17th diagram?
Can your group make any prediction(s) for the 60th diagram?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
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A small group-setting of 2 to 3 students was organised to engage the bilingual students 
in peer discussion and group collaboration work. The students’ teacher and the study 
researcher were not present in the room in order to create an environment in which 
the students could comfortably switch languages as they wished.

Data analysis

Two strands of data were collected between 2001 and 2002, each taking five weeks 
to complete, from five secondary schools in Tonga, where teachers and students used 
both Tongan and English in mathematics classrooms.  

During the introductory phases of data interrogation, critical events in both language 
switching and growth of understanding were identified, categorised, and analysed. 

To talk about the relationship between language switching and growth of mathematical 
understanding using the language and principles behind the Pirie-Kieren theory, three 
critical moments had to be considered: One, instances involving the students working 
and extending their current understanding within a particular layer of understanding; 
two, instances of the students extending their current understanding toward outer 
layer knowing; and three, instances of the students ‘folding back’1 to inner layer 
actions. By focusing on a change in the students’ understanding, and considering 
the events leading up to or following such an observed change, it was possible to 
develop a clear sense of how language switching related to growth of mathematical 
understanding.

A study of this nature focuses on identifying the mathematical images held, accessed, 
made, modified, and worked with by the students as they engage in the task. An 
image is defined as any physical or mental representation or idea that the students 
may have for the investigated topic. The participants’ work with images for patterns 

1. Kieren and Pirie (1991) define folding back in the following way: when a learner is faced with 
a challenge, one that is not immediately solvable, he or she is prompted to return to an inner 
mode of understanding in order to reconstruct, and to extend his or her currently inadequate 
inner-layer understanding. The learner needs to fold back to an inner layer to extend his or her 
inadequate understanding in order to progress at an outer layer.
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and relations in large part determines for them what is mathematically meaningful (or 
not meaningful) while they are working on the task. These images are often specific, 
mathematically limiting, and context dependent (Martin & LaCroix 2004).

Each analysis hinges on the individual’s mathematical constructions and his or her 
development of mathematical images for the topic: patterns and relations. While an 
analysis of students’ language switching treated their utterances as the verbal units 
of analysis, images were considered the nonverbal units of analysis while observing 
students’ growth of mathematical understanding. Hence, images of patterns 
and relations were identified and grouped, based on the students’ work and their 
examination of the different features associated with the pictorial sequences provided 
for them.

Results

1. Types and Forms of Language Switching

The video data collected from Tonga provided evidence comparable with Baker’s 
(1993: 86) finding, in which the bilingual students’ verbal switching ranged, “from 
one-word mixing, to switching in mid-sentence, to switching in larger square blocks”. 
In the data analysis, each of the students’ verbal responses was considered an utterance, 
described as a word, or group of words that made up a unit of sense or meaning, 
usually separated from the next utterance by a pause (Sorsby & Martley 1991).  

The preceding description offers each utterance as the verbal unit of analysis and the 
basis for categorising the bilingual students’ language switching. For example, “Are 
those square numbers --- one, four, nine, sixteen?” is two utterances, separated by a 
pause, denoted by “---”.  

It became apparent, in using the Constant Comparative Method 2 in the analysis of the 
students’ language switching, that the Tongan bilingual students’ alternation patterns 
could occur at any point in the conversation (or speech) in two main structural 
ways. 

2. This approach, employed as a way of “grounding” the emerging and developing themes in the 
data (Glaser & Strauss 1967), recognises the role of the researcher in purposefully constructing 
categories for the study.
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STRUCTURE 1: A switch occurs within an utterance. 
In this situation, a switch occurs within a single sentence, a verbal behaviour also 
described as ‘flip-flopping’, or ‘unstructured’. It involves a single word or phrase from 
one language being inserted into an utterance in the other language. 

STRUCTURE 2:  A switch occurs between utterances. 
In this situation, a switch occurs between sentences, a verbal behaviour also described 
as a ‘structured’ alternation in utterances between Tongan and English. This situation 
occurred far less frequently and was very much dependent on the bilingual individual’s 
degree of proficiency in both languages.

The following statements from the Tongan data illustrate STRUCTURE 1 – the 
insertions of English words and phrases, including Tonganised English words, e.g. 
peteni and fakitoa, within Tongan utterances.  The underlined words represent the 
English translation of the students’ utterances in Tongan. 

      Transcript 1 [Transcribed]   Transcript 2 [Translated]
‘Ai pe ko e row. Just use row.
‘A ia ko e fo’i extra square ko e fiha?  So the extra square is how many? 
Ua, he?  Two, eh? 
Ko e peteni ko e prime numbers.  The pattern is prime numbers.  
Ko e composite number --- ko e ha ia?  The composite number --- what is it?
Prime factor, ko e mata’ifika ‘oku ua pe  Prime factor --- a number that has
hono fakitoa.                                               only two factors. 
Ko e ha ‘predict’? Ko e guess?  What is ‘predict’? Is it guess?

In contrast, the following statements illustrate STRUCTURE 2 – the alternation 
between Tongan and English utterances:

Transcript 1 [Transcribed]   Transcript 2 [Translated]
Triangular numbers --- tolu, ono,  Triangular numbers --- three, six, ten,  
hongofulu, taha-nima.    fifteen.
Taha ‘a e taha, taha; ua ‘a e ua, fa; tolu  One by one, one; two by two, four; 
‘a e tolu hiva; fa ‘a e fa, taha-ono  three by three, nine; four by four, 
--- square numbers.    sixteen --- square numbers.
 ‘Ai ko e poloka --- make another block.  Just use block --- make another   
     block.

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
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Oh, ‘osi ‘ilo ia ‘e au -- add the prime  Oh, I already knew it --- add the prime 
numbers.     numbers.
Ko e faikehekehe pe ko e fo’i mo’oni   The difference is only the answer 
--- only the answer is change.  --- only the answer is change.

Various forms were identified, categorised, and developed from the data to provide a 
language for describing and accounting for the particular way Tongan students switch 
languages.3

2. Growth of mathematical understanding

Due to the scope of this paper, the analysis of the students’ growing understanding 
of patterns and relations through the Pirie-Kieren framework will not be detailed 
here. However, a short extract of the analysis will be shown to illustrate how the 
study’s research question – the relationship between language switching and growth 
of mathematical understanding – was answered.

In this extract the focus is on Malia’s growing understanding of patterns and 
relations over time, while working on Task 1 (see Figure 2). The analysis includes an 
acknowledgement and a discussion of the contributions made by her Form 2 peers, 
Tupu and Kelela. These two students took part in collaborative work, particularly 
Tupu, who continuously shared her ideas with Malia as they built on each other’s 
understanding of the topic. Malia’s mapping in this example illustrates how her 
language switching enables her to express her growing understanding of patterns and 
relations over time, while working on Task 1 (see Figure 2 and her mapping in Figure 
5).

As soon as the group is given the Task Sheet, the students Kelela (K), Malia (M), and 
Tupu (T), immediately read Question 1 – Draw the 4th diagram in the sequence.  
Brief descriptions of the students’ nonverbal actions are italicised in brackets. The 
translated version is given below, in which the underlined words are translations from 
Tongan.

3. Analysis of the students’ language switching resulted in further sub-categories: Language 
mixing gives rise to two forms of language switching, substitution and borrowing of equivalent 
and non-equivalent words respectively. Language grouping involves two more forms of language 
switching, shifting (from one language to another) and translation, a form which occurs in two 
ways: repetition and reformulation.

•

•
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L1 K Triangular! [Looks at the given pictorial sequence.]
L2 T One, two, three, four [Points and counts totals in 2nd diagram.]
L3  One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine. [Counts up from base 

of 3rd diagram.]
L4 M It’s not triangular --- [As she looks at T]. 
L5 K Triangular!
L6 M Look here: one, two, three, four --- four plus five. [Counts 2nd diagram 

and points to its base.]
L7 K Four plus five [look at M] --- Four plus five. [Uses pen to sketch “4+5” 

on top of the table.]
L8 T Five? [Looks at the base of the 3rd diagram.]
L9 M, T One, two, three, four, five. [Both T and M count the bottom layer of the 

3rd diagram.]
L10 T Oh, yes! 
L11 K That’s it!
L12 M Wait, wait, wait! Just add up the odd numbers. That’s it --- it’s not 

triangular numbers.

A follow-up interview with the group reveals that the given pictorial sequence 
immediately evokes, in Kelela, a geometrical pattern of triangular shapes the moment 
he utters aloud the word “triangular” [L1]. While Tupu is counting (in Tongan) the 
number of square blocks in the 2nd and 3rd diagrams [L2-L3], Malia immediately 
responds to Kelela’s statement, saying, “It’s not triangular” [L4]. Borrowing Kelela’s 
term, Malia apparently misunderstands her, thinking Kelela is referring to a 
numerical pattern in the sequence: a set of triangular numbers. Despite their seeming 
disagreement, both students appear to be involved with constructed images [Point 1, 
Figure 5], although they have yet to articulate why their respective images fit, or do 
not fit, with those of the others. 

Malia’s thinking aloud does not appear to include her working at constructing 
images, but that does not mean she does not engage in such an activity. Malia might 
have been constructing images silently, or simply following Tupu’s counting [L2-
L3]. Alternatively, she may already have had some existing images, other than the 
numerical triangular numbers, for the pattern, which may be why she seems opposed 
[L4] to Kelela’s suggestions [L1, L5]. By calculating the total number of square blocks 
in the 2nd diagram to be four, Malia adds “four plus five” [L6], a reference that relates 
the 2nd to the 3rd diagram through the extra base layer. At the same time, Malia’s 
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statement appears to be reflecting on her own construction [Point 2, Figure 5], a 
process Pirie and Kieren describe as a component of “acting”, since it incorporates 
the process of looking at how an individual’s previous understanding was generated. 
When Tupu checks [L8] what Malia means, Malia points at the base layer of the 3rd 
diagram and counts the total to be five square blocks [L9].

Malia had identified a numerical image for the pattern along the base layers [L12]: a 
sequence of odd numbers (see Figure 4).4

Figure 4: Malia’s pictorial image – repeated addition of odd-number base layers

       1st diagram        2nd diagram          3rd diagram                 4th diagram

 
added 
extras:   1   3       5            7 

Malia continues her observation with her numerical image of the extras for the pattern: 
Just add-up the odd numbers. That’s it --- it’s not triangular numbers [L12]. 
	 	
The statement [L12] apparently reveals five interrelated learning insights about Malia’s 
current understanding: (i) it shows Malia has constructed a numerical image of the 
extras (set of odd numbers); (ii) it reveals how Malia uses that image as a basis for 
constructing the numerical sequence (add up the odd numbers); (iii) it shows that 
Malia switches through substitution to using the phrase ‘odd numbers’ to identify the 
numerical set involved; (iv) it reveals Malia comparing her image (odd numbers) with 
an existing image (triangular numbers), evoked by Kelela’s comment; and (v) it shows 
Malia switching again through borrowing with the non-equivalent term, ‘triangular 
numbers’.

Later on in the same recorded video, another discussion between the three students 
illustrates evidence of another new piece of understanding as Malia continues working 
at the Property Noticing layer. While Tupu writes down their answer to Question 6, 

3.  A number of other constructed images are not illustrated here in detail due to the scope of 
this paper; some of which were pictorial, numerical and/or symbolic in nature.
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Malia checks with her to find out which diagram number corresponds to the recently 
calculated total.

L33 M So what number is that? [Referring to the total of the 7th diagram.]
L34 T Seventh diagram.
L35 M Are those square numbers? [Points to pictorial sequence.]
L36 K What?
L37 T No!
L38 M Yes! 
L39 T Seven times seven, forty-nine? [Points to Question 6 with the 7th 

diagram.]
L40 M Three by three is nine; four by four is sixteen; five by five is twenty-

five.
L41 M (Smiles and points out to T each of the 3rd and 4th diagrams and its numbers 

in sequence.)
L42 T Those are square numbers.
L43 K Yes, it’s one, two, three, four. (Counts 2nd diagram then repeats on table.) 

One, two, three, four.
L44 T Okay, your turn (and shifts worksheet to M).
L45 M Do like this: seven square. (Writes “( 27 )” beside T’s answer “= 49 

blocks”.)

When Tupu replies that she is working on the 7th diagram [L34], Malia points to the 
sequence and asks, “Are those square numbers?” [L35] Malia therefore notices another 
pattern in her numerical image of the totals, which she expresses through borrowing; 
hence she is demonstrating new evidence of predicting new property [Point 11, Figure 
5]. In this case, Malia has yet to Formalise this new property because she only uses 
specific numbers [L39] to illustrate this property, rather than a generalisation.

Kelela and Tupu initially appear to be unsure [L36-L37] about what Malia has just 
asked [L35]. But with a smile on her face, Malia responds to Tupu’s remark [L39] by 
working with the images that bring about her new discovery at the Property Noticing 
layer. She expresses her new finding by using her hand to point to each of the totals 
and the corresponding diagram numbers in the sequence, saying, “Three by three 
is nine; four by four is sixteen; five by five is twenty-five” [L40-L41]. All of the 
preceding student activities and statements indicate that Malia, as well as Tupu [L42], 
continually work on aspects of their noticed property [Point 12, Figure 5].
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 1     Kelela: “Triangular!” 

 2      Malia: “Just add-up the odd numbers --- it’s not triangular!” 
3    Malia constructs pictorial image.

              4          Malia: Folds back to construct pictorial image. 

  5 Malia sees pictorial image using side-blocks. 

6      Malia substitutes and borrows “sequence”. 

7      Malia: Extends pattern in diagram using image

8

9       Malia: “So, it’s adding odd numbers!”

10   Malia predicts total for           
 the 7th diagram.

11     Malia: “Are those square numbers?” 

Malia continues working at property noticing.    12

15

“Extra blocks use odd numbers.”     13

  “Square the diagram number.”      14  

IH

Tupu/Kelela: “Remember in counting seconds? It’s sixty minutes.” 

 IM

16

PK  PN F

Figure 5: Mapping Malia’s growing understanding of patterns and relations in Task 1 
(PK is Primitive Knowing, IM is Image Making, IH is Image Having, PN is Property Noticing, 
F is Formalising)
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Findings

The findings of the Tongan study attempted to paint a coherent picture of 
the relationship between language switching and the growth of mathematical 
understanding, and responded to issues and myths often associated with Tongan-
type bilingualism in mathematics education. The mapping shown for Malia’s growing 
understanding of the topic patterns and relations illustrates the type of analysis that 
was undertaken through the Pirie-Kieren framework. This article briefly outlines 
those findings, and then discusses some of their implications. 

The study showed that language switching is a significant aspect of the Tongan 
students’ mathematical activities, and in their understanding of the specified topic. The 
evidence from the collected data clearly demonstrated the following relationships:

1) Language switching does influence growth of understanding through the construction 
of mathematical meanings.

2) Language switching enables the expression of mathematical understanding.
3) (Growth of ) understanding can occur without language switching. 
4) Language switching, in all the categorized forms, can also occur without growth of 

mathematical understanding.
5) (Growth of ) mathematical understanding can bring about language switching. In 

this situation, growth of mathematical understanding preceded language switching, 
which, for some students, enabled them to express their current understanding 
without the limitation of using just one language.

The data also showed evidence of how the interaction between an individual and his 
or her environment (such as with peers) played a significant role in the individual’s 
growth of understanding. However, the individual’s growth of understanding was 
observed to be dependent on, but not determined by, the actions of his or her peers or 
the demands of the questions or tasks.

Discussion

The Tongan study is clearly applicable to other similar bilingual situations that involve 
individuals using words with no direct or precise translation between a dominant 
western language and an indigenous language. However, the extent of the study’s 
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application to other bilingual situations involving pairs of advanced languages such as 
English and French (as in Canada), or Spanish and English (as in the United States) 
remains limited, because the historical growth of these languages into modern-day 
western languages took place at the same time as images were developed in association 
with these languages, including the development of mathematical images.

By contrast, typically underdeveloped countries with indigenous languages, such as 
Tongan, have suddenly encountered a different language for ideas that were previously 
undeveloped within their respective cultures. In Tonga, mathematical concepts such 
as absolute numbers, negative numbers, and algebra, for example, have yet to be 
associated with people’s everyday activities (Fasi 1999). As is common with countries 
encountering importation of other dominant, foreign languages, Tongan people tend 
to “Tonganise”, or adopt, English words. The Tongan study, nevertheless, is limited 
in its scope to focusing on bilingual populations undergoing a transition between 
their traditional use of indigenous languages and the imposition of western language-
learning in the classroom (such as English) – a setting that tends to lead to the 
phenomenon known as language switching, and one which allows for the study of 
such switching and its relationship to mathematical understanding. 

The relationship between language and mathematical images is very much intertwined 
with one’s environmental upbringing which has evolved over time. So it is important 
to remember that the Tongan study presents aspects of the Tongan cultural and 
social environment that offer unique mathematical experiences for their students. 
For example, the Tongan context presented culturally unique ways in which Tongans 
count objects of various types such as coconuts, fish, tapa, yams, etc., and some 
of these activities remain a part of their everyday lives. These experiences, coupled 
with the degree of ‘richness’ of the Tongan language, determine how each individual 
student copes with language as a tool of thought, and as a means of communication. 
Interestingly, in Tonga, such ethno-mathematical knowledge is included in the 
syllabus for teaching Tongan Studies, but has yet to be explored or even included in 
the curriculum for Mathematics.

While English and French are among the academic languages in which mathematics can 
be discussed at high degrees of abstraction, a significant issue in mathematics education 
involves whether mathematics should be taught in indigenous languages (Barton, 
Fairhall & Trinick 1998). This issue has been a concern in bilingual mathematics 
education systems of the Tongan-type, and as Barton, Fairhall, and Trinick (1998: 
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3) observe, “both language and mathematics are caught between opposing forces: 
the risk of becoming fossilized on the one hand and the danger of being corrupted 
on the other”. These bilingual educators believe it is possible to balance the need to 
preserve native languages and mathematical concepts, while exposing local cultures to 
‘advanced’ westernised education systems, but such a balance would involve changes 
in mathematics as a result of the language change.

Nevertheless, the development of a sufficient mathematics register is supported by 
the fact that any natural language is a living entity (Halliday 1978). While such a 
plan seems promising, the danger of such a development, as Barton, Fairhall and 
Trinick (1998) note, relates largely to moving a language, such as Tongan or any 
other indigenous language, toward English (or any other dominant language) modes 
and conventions. Tongan students’ favoured use of adopting English words into the 
Tongan language, in the absence of a standard rule for assimilating such a practice 
poses serious concerns that demand close attention by all language (and mathematics) 
educators in Tonga.

In the Tongan study, acts of borrowing (of non-equivalent foreign words) and shifting 
to a second language do not necessary mean that the individual’s thought patterns are 
affected. It means only that bilingual individuals, under the limitations of their base 
language, lack the availability and quick, convenient access to language needed to 
express their thoughts (or images), and that this problem is less of a consideration, say, 
for native English speakers. More importantly, a Tongan-type bilingual individual’s 
limited language and lack of understanding of the second language does not necessarily 
mean he or she lacks mathematical understanding. In some instances, the switch 
from Tongan to English did not match the students’ actual understanding of the 
task. Therefore, a lack of language understanding does not necessarily mean a lack of 
mathematical understanding.  This resonates with Ascher’s (1991: 6) ethnographical 
view that lack of words  being generated “does not reflect differences in capability or 
understanding”.

The Tongan study indicates that the effect of bilingual students’ learning and 
development of understanding in mathematics appear to be largely dependent on 
the kinds of mathematical images each bilingual student associates with his or her 
language; it demonstrates the significant role images play in the bilingual students’ 
thought processes, and how these images can be constructed through classroom 
activities.
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Images, therefore, are fundamental to understanding the nature of one’s growth of 
mathematical understanding of a specified topic: what Pimm (1987) called the “stuff 
of mathematics”. Without an image for a particular topic, whether the image is a 
physical or mental one, a student will struggle to make sense of the mathematical 
ideas. To be useful, such images must be appropriate and be constructed purposefully, 
depending on the individual’s current understanding (Martin & LaCroix 2004). 

Ultimately, the findings from the Tongan study present implications for application 
toward the curriculum and bilingual education program in Tonga. Mathematics 
education problems within the Tongan education system obviously show the need to 
revisit the development of the vocabulary used for its mathematics curriculum. The 
discussion by Barton, Fairhall and Trinick (1998) of the Maori language renaissance 
is worth pondering, given how closely each culture mirrors the other in its history 
and language development. The Tongan government’s commissioning in 2004 of 
the first Tongan dictionary is a much welcomed initiative toward maintaining and 
advancing the native language in order to keep up with the pace of technological or 
philosophical changes. 

Implications

The current issue in Tonga’s mathematics education system primarily begs the 
question of how teachers can best teach mathematics in order for students to learn 
and understand its concepts effectively, and to determine the language that is best 
suited to such a task (Barton, Fairhall & Trinick 1998). This question relates directly 
to the Tongan study, not because its findings concern primarily the preservation of 
an indigenous language per se, but because determining the best approach to Tonga’s 
mathematics education concerns the use of language, whether English or Tongan, 
within a mathematical context. If, in a bilingual situation, mathematics is the goal 
of teaching, then mathematical ideas, concepts and images, may have to remain the 
teacher’s focus in order to properly teach the subject. That continues to be challenge 
for most teachers in the mathematics classroom.

The Tongan study however shows that there is a check-and-balance between the role(s) 
the English and Tongan languages play in the students’ mathematical understanding. 
Thus, it presents a challenge for teachers in mathematics classrooms: both in terms of 
the language they choose in presenting the mathematics material, and in the way they 
listen to students, who may or may not switch languages in order to enhance their 
mathematical understanding.
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The teaching of mathematics in a Tongan-type bilingual classroom also ought to be 
re-examined, as the Tongan study shows that growth of mathematical understanding 
is context-based and that it can take place successfully without language switching. At 
the same time, the Tongan study shows how language switching can be a valuable part 
of the students’ mathematical activities, particularly in areas where certain images are 
only be accessible or expressed verbally through a particular language. 

The fact that the growth of mathematical understanding takes place in the absence 
of language switching, and the fact that language switching occurs without growth 
of mathematical understanding, also has many implications for educators and 
educational resources. Thus, in teaching mathematics, teachers’ language and textbook 
content must reflect the separate, yet interconnected influences of mathematical 
understanding and language understanding. In the learning of mathematics, teachers 
should emphasise the role of images in the construction of understanding for a 
particular topic.

Pirie’s (1996b) study, appropriately titled, “Is Anybody Listening?” talks about the 
essential need for educators to listen to what students actually say, how they say it, 
and when they say it. In the Tongan study, for instance, one student refers to a set 
of odd numbers as the set ‘prime’ numbers and this demonstrated how the listener 
needs to discern clearly what the students mean, and not necessarily what they say. 
After all, a grasp of mathematics rests in the ideas and not in the words (Lakoff & 
Nunez 2000). But it is this kind of literal misunderstanding that teachers often 
assume when they ‘hear’ wrong mathematical labels and consequently ‘believe’ they 
have encountered a lack of mathematical understanding. Thus, teachers ought to pay 
attention to distinguishing wrong mathematical labels from a lack of mathematical 
understanding, particularly in bilingual situations where an act of language switching 
can be easily overheard, identified, and probably evoke instantaneous images different 
from one ‘hearer’ to another. 

The use of video technology in the study provided numerous re-viewing opportunities 
toward the effort to be a better ‘listener’. In fact, improved listening skills enabled 
researchers to distinguish between instances of the students using the wrong 
mathematical labels and students simply exhibiting the wrong (or a lack of ) 
mathematical understanding. 
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Conclusion

The Tongan study identifies how particular acts of language switching are related 
to the bilingual individual’s mathematical understanding, particularly in working 
with mathematical images. Furthermore, language switching, when it is coupled with 
images, is said to influence or be influenced by the bilingual individual’s mathematical 
actions, because aspects and features of images can be manifested through language. 
Just as Cummins (1981) and Dawe (1983) discovered, language switching as an 
explicit act provides a precise means or a “conceptual peg” for identifying, retrieving, 
and guiding one’s existing understanding and ability to work with images. At the 
same time, language switching can be a tool for conveying mathematical meanings 
among individuals: a tool that bilingual teachers are advised to consider using in 
appropriate contexts. The challenge Pirie (1996b: 115) put forward, based on her 
study of monolingual students, speaks volumes about the important role of language 
switching in bilingual classrooms. She suggests that since “mathematics is about 
precision of thought”, which is “best expressed through precision of language”, 
one needs to be “drawn to the need to attend to the subtle power of the individual 
words that students use.” Pirie’s study showed that such insights could be gained “by 
consciously and specifically paying close attention to the oral communication of the 
student; in other words, by actively listening, not simply hearing what they say”.

Through the detailed mappings of the Tongan bilingual students’ growth of 
mathematical understanding, the Tongan study challenges two main beliefs:  one, 
that bilingual students find mathematics harder than monolingual students and, 
two; that Tongan-type bilingual students are naturally disadvantaged in comparison 
to monolingual students in their learning and understanding of mathematics. These 
beliefs support the notion that monolingual students are better off than bilingual 
students when mathematics is taught or learned in only one language. At first glance, 
it seems likely that, if an individual does not understand the language, then he or she 
will find it hard to understand the mathematics. However, these beliefs disregard one 
critical, common factor: the role of the language used to evoke relevant images. The 
disparity in mathematical richness between the two languages, influencing the choice 
of images associated with particular words or phrases, is a crucial factor to consider in 
examining how Tongan-type bilingual students might react to a particular language. 
As a result, all studies in bilingual situations are contextual and situational, and as the 
Tongan study shows, language switching too, varies among bilingual students in how 
it is used, and how it affects mathematical understanding.
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Finally, the difference between inadequate mathematical understanding, as opposed 
to inadequate language understanding, presents a key distinction that often creates 
confusion among educators. While the Tongan-type bilingual students may be 
disadvantaged in understanding English compared to English speakers, that does not 
necessarily imply a subsequent disadvantage in mathematical understanding. In the 
Tongan study, the ability to distinguish mathematical understanding from language 
understanding offers a significant contribution to understanding the teaching and 
learning of mathematics in a bilingual situation; it allows educators to see what 
appropriate action(s) should be taken, and what appropriate form of language 
switching can overcome such language or mathematical obstacles. Ultimately, the 
findings of this study challenge the assumption that Tongan-type bilingual students 
have enormous problems in the classroom. In fact, if Tongan-type bilingual students 
are allowed the flexibility of language switching, and thus access to appropriate terms 
and images in either language, it is clear that these students can be declared in no way 
mathematically disadvantaged from their monolingual counterparts.
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